Pit Monitor Job Description
Purpose:
To monitor the Pit area on Practice Day and Game Day, ensuring all safety rules and team personnel structure for the
teams in the Pit are followed, that only authorized personnel are in the Pit Area from the designated time the teams are
to be In-The-Hole and On-Deck.
Report to for problem solving:
Pit Boss and Assistant Pit Boss
Number Needed:
Four
Knowledge required:
Clear understanding and knowledge of the safety rules, who and how many are authorized to be with each team in the
Pit Area (five team members and one mentor/teacher). Be aware of all entrances and exits to the Pit to ensure only
authorized (people with a badge) are admitted to the Pit Area. A pit monitor will be assigned to each entrance by the Pit
Boss or Assistant Pit Boss, 30 minutes before the first match.
Skills required:
The Pit Monitor will need to be comfortable with some assertiveness in the Pit, as they will need to monitor the
entrances, make sure the mentors/teachers do not “work” on the robots and make sure no unauthorized personnel
(people without name badges) are in the Pit area as well as make sure all safety rules are strictly adhered to and
followed.
Interface / work with:
Pit Staging Runners that are making sure the right teams are In-The-Hole as shown on the Seeding Team Queue Report
and projected on the screen in the Pit Area.
Problem solve with the Pit Boss and Assistant Pit Boss.
A rotation schedule for the Pit monitors for lunch and breaks will be put together by the Assistant Pit Boss. There will
need to be a minimum of three Monitors in the Pit Area to watch the entrances and monitor the floor. The Pit Boss and
Assistant Pit Boss will be available to support and cover for breaks and lunch as needed.

